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ABSTRACT 28 
Fatigue is associated with the deterioration caused by applying repeated loads, and is affected by 29 
temperature or aging. Generally, time sweep tests are used to simulate fatigue, in order to obtain the fatigue 30 
laws. However, this requires too much time, often preventing its use. A method to estimate the fatigue laws 31 
from a strain sweep test is presented. The test was performed on a semi-dense mixture with different types 32 
of binder (unconditioned or aged) tested at different temperatures. This test is able to estimate fatigue laws 33 
more quickly, allowing the effect of different factors on the mixtures' fatigue life to be studied. 34 
 35 
Keywords: fatigue; EBADE; strain sweep test; aging; temperature.36 
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1. INTRODUCTION 37 
Fatigue cracking by applying repeated loads due to traffic is one of the major failure modes in asphalt 38 
mixtures and contributes to the degradation of pavements [1]. Fatigue failure is one of the main factors 39 
considered in the design of asphalt pavements [2]. Furthermore, due to the complex behavior of mixtures, 40 
fatigue failure not only will depend on traffic loads, but also on the duration of those loads [3] and on the 41 
environmental conditions, temperature being one of the most important factors to take into account [4]. The 42 
asphalt mixtures' properties will vary according to the temperature they are subjected to, behaving in a more 43 
rigid and elastic way at low temperatures, and in a softer and viscous form at high temperatures [5]. 44 
Furthermore, it must be added that because of environmental conditions, mixtures undergo an aging process 45 
during their service life. This process produces changes in the physical and/or chemical properties of the 46 
binder of asphalt mixtures. These changes are manifested in an increase in stiffness and brittleness [6]. In 47 
addition, temperature can play a very important role in the effect of aging on the mechanical response of the 48 
bitumen that forms asphalt mixtures [7], it being advisable to study their combined effect on the fatigue of 49 
mixtures. It is therefore important to evaluate the effect of phenomena such as aging or temperature 50 
variation, as well as the combination of different phenomena that may produce variations in the fatigue 51 
behavior of a mixture during its service life. 52 
To analyze the fatigue behavior of the mixture layers, the fatigue laws of the material are used. Their 53 
determination is essential for the design of asphalt pavements by analytical methods. These laws are usually 54 
obtained experimentally in the laboratory from the results of standardized fatigue tests. These tests are 55 
based on subjecting the samples to a series of cyclic loads. The applied stress, strain or displacement 56 
remains constant until the failure of the mixture occurs [8]. Such tests are called time sweep tests. In the 57 
literature, there are different methods to evaluate the fatigue resistance, which are difficult to perform. 58 
According to the European standard, fatigue can be characterized using five methods [9]. They are 59 
two-point bending on trapezoidal specimens, two, three and four point bending on prismatic specimens, and 60 
an indirect tensile test on cylindrical samples. 61 
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The fatigue laws allow the level of strain or stress to which the mixture is subjected to be related to the 62 
number of cycles the mixture can withstand before failure. They have the following expression (1): 63 
ε =  𝑎 ·  𝑁−𝑏         (1) 64 
where N is the number of applications to produce the fatigue failure of the material, a and b are the 65 
regression parameters which are adjusted by experimental data, and ε  is the strain the material is subjected 66 
to in each load application. Thus, this law allows the lifespan of the mixture to be determined. 67 
The prediction and proper assessment of the fatigue process is a difficult task [10]. This is not only 68 
because of the complex nature of the phenomenon itself, but also because the time sweep tests to determine 69 
the material fatigue law are time consuming and often very expensive. The study of the fatigue behavior of 70 
the materials is even more complicated if the evaluation of the effect of different variables such as 71 
temperature or moisture, or the state of the mixture (aged or not, different degrees of aging, etc.) is expected, 72 
making it an almost impossible task to carry out. For this reason, researchers try to use other procedures 73 
simpler than the standard. 74 
In this context, recently strain sweep tests have appeared. Their main advantage is the speed in assessing 75 
fatigue compared to other tests. The LAS (Linear Sweep Amplitude) test is an accelerated fatigue test for 76 
bitumens, the intention of which is to replace the time sweep tests. It is based on the application of a cyclic 77 
loading at a strain which increases linearly [11]. In the case of bituminous mixtures, the UPC Road 78 
Research Laboratory has developed the EBADE test (from the Spanish acronym of strain sweep test). This 79 
test applies a cyclic tension-compression loading to an asphalt mixture specimen at a constant strain which 80 
increases progressively every certain number of cycles [12]. These tests are based on Schapery's 81 
viscoelastic theory [13]. This theory states that changes in the dissipated energy are an indicator of 82 
cummulated damage. Schapery found that the damage is defined by Paris' law, equation (2).  83 
𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑⁄ = (−𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝑑⁄ )𝛼        (2) 84 
where D is the damage, W is the energy and α is a constant of the material related to the damage growth 85 
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ratio. 86 
The decision of the failure criterion used in determining the fatigue law is a critical element in the 87 
fatigue behavior characterization of asphalt materials. The classical failure criterion defines the failure as 88 
the moment at which the relative reduction of 50% of the initial modulus occurs [14]. However, this failure 89 
criterion has been refuted by different authors [15, 16] based on its arbitrariness. Di Benedetto, et al. [17] 90 
divided the fatigue process into three stages depending on the evolution of the complex modulus. They 91 
defined the failure criterion as the point at which the transition between the second stage and the third stage 92 
occurs. This is the point where damage spreads rapidly until total failure [18]. Other failure criteria are 93 
defined from the dissipated energy. Throughout the literature, different failure criteria have been proposed 94 
based on the concept of dissipated energy, such as the cumulative dissipated energy (CDE) approach, the 95 
dissipated energy ratio (DER) approach, the energy ratio (ER) approach, or the ratio of dissipated energy 96 
change (RDEC) approach [19]. The advantage of these criteria based on dissipated energy versus that 97 
calculated from the reduction of the initial modulus to 50% resides in that the former are based on 98 
mechanical principles and depend on the material [20]. Furthermore, by comparing the energy ratio (ER) 99 
approach with the classical one, Tarefder, et al. [21] found that fatigue life using the first approach was 100 
longer than that found using the classical failure criterion, indicating its conservative position.  101 
Although the determination of asphalt mixture fatigue laws is not possible from the strain sweep tests, 102 
this paper shows a method to estimate them from the EBADE test results. The test was performed on a 103 
semi-dense mixture, manufactured with different types of binder, subjected or not to a laboratory aging 104 
process, and performed at different temperatures. Results show that it is possible to evaluate the variation of 105 
an asphalt mixture fatigue life which depends on its conditioning (unconditioned or aged) and temperature 106 
in a simpler and faster way. This study would be impossible by standard time sweep tests due to the cost it 107 
would entail. 108 
 109 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 110 
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The aim of this work is to study the effect of temperature and aging on the fatigue behavior of a mixture 111 
from an EBADE test. For this reason, a methodology to estimate the classic fatigue laws of the material is 112 
proposed. 113 
Tests on aged specimens were performed and then compared with tests carried out on unconditioned 114 
samples. Two types of bitumen were used. Tests were performed at different temperatures (-5, 5 and 20ºC). 115 
At least 3 replicates of the test were performed for each condition. 116 
 117 
2.1. Materials 118 
A semi-dense asphalt mixture manufactured with a maximum limestone aggregate of 16 mm maximum 119 
size (AC16S) and aggregate gradation at the center of the grading envelope (Figure 1) was selected to study 120 
the effect of temperature and aging on the fatigue behavior. This mixture was prepared with two types of 121 
bitumen, one conventional (50/70) and one polymer modified (PMB 45/80-65), with the characteristics 122 
shown in Table 1. The PMB 45/80-65 bitumen was chemically modified with Styrene-Butadiene-Styrene 123 
(SBS) polymer. The content of the SBS modifier was 4% by weight of the asphalt binder. The bitumen 124 
content was 4.5% by mixture weight. 125 
 126 
FIGURE 1. Aggregate gradation (AC16S). 127 
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of Asphalt Binders. 128 
Characteristics Unit Standard 50/70 PMB 45/80-65 
Original Bitumen 
Penetration at 25ºC (0.1 mm) EN 1426 61 57 
Softening Point R&B (ºC) EN 1427 50.9 65.3 
Fraass breaking point (ºC) EN 12593 -14 -15 
Flash Point (ºC) EN 2592 280 290 
Residue after RTFOT 
Mass variation (%) EN 12607-1 0.1 0.29 
Penetration at 25ºC (% p.o.) EN 1426 66 64 
∆ Softening Point (ºC) EN 1427 7.6 10 
 129 
2.2. Aging Protocol 130 
The protocol followed in the laboratory to simulate the effect of aging on asphalt mixtures is based on 131 
the one established by the RILEM ATB-TG5 committee [22]. This protocol considers two aging levels: the 132 
short- and the long-term. Short-term aging consists of maintaining the loose mixture in a convection oven at 133 
135ºC for 4 hours. Long-term aging consists of maintaining the mixture, also loose, in the oven at 85ºC for 134 
9 days. 135 
However, to simulate the long term aging in this study the loose mixture was maintained in the oven at 136 
85ºC for only 7 days. The reduction of the aging period is because, according to the results of De La Roche, 137 
et al. [22], 7 days of aging provides similar results to 9 days, and it can reduce the time for the aging effect 138 
study [23]. During the period of aging, the mixture was stirred three times. The mixture was compacted, 139 
once aged. 140 
 141 
2.3. EBADE test 142 
The EBADE test (from the Spanish acronym of Strain Sweep test) is a tension-compression cyclic test, 143 
where a number of load cycles is applied with a constant strain amplitude. This amplitude is gradually 144 
increased in successive steps until the mixture fails. The number of cycles in each step is 5,000, 25 µm/m is 145 
the strain amplitude in the first step which is increased by 25 µm/m in each step (Figure 2). The test 146 
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frequency in this study, and in the EBADE test, is 10 Hz. The frequency selected in these tests, which is 147 
defined as the number of loading cycles applied to the material per unit time, is given by the loading speed. 148 
Thus, in an asphalt pavement, higher speeds of load application are related to higher frequencies. Both 149 
entail higher values of the mixture's stiffness, which involves minor deformations of the pavement. The 150 
work of Barksdale [24] showed that high speeds are related to short load application times. The load 151 
application time is related to the frequency, so that short load application times correspond to higher 152 
frequencies. According to the NCHRP [25] report, for a speed of 96 km/h on a highway, the estimated load 153 
frequency for an asphalt mixture layer with a thickness within the 7.6 and 30.5 cm range is between 10 and 154 
25 Hz. For a speed of 80 km/h, Mollenhauer, et al. [26] found a frequency between 8 Hz and 22 Hz, 155 
depending on the thickness of the asphalt mixture layer. This is the reason why a frequency of 10 Hz has 156 
been chosen, since it is between these ranges. A different test frequency would result in a different fatigue 157 
behavior of the mixture [27]. However, maintaining the frequency constant allows the effect of temperature 158 
and aging on the fatigue behavior of the mixture to be analyzed. Specimens can be tested at different 159 
temperatures and aging conditions. 160 
 161 
FIGURE 2. Representative scheme of the EBADE test. 162 
A prismatic specimen with two notches in the center to reduce its area is used to perform the test. These 163 
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notches allow the stress concentration area where the fatigue crack will start to be predefined. Though 164 
specimen dimensions are not fixed, they are usually 5-6 cm wide, a similar thickness and 6-9 cm in height. 165 
The size of the specimen is intended to simplify the complexity of the test, since it is easy to obtain from 166 
both laboratory specimens and in-situ samples from the pavement. The specimens are glued to steel plates 167 
using an epoxy resin. The plates are fixed to the press clamp. Two extensometers are placed in the induced 168 
failure area, one on each side of the specimen. They measure the strain during the test (Figure 3). 169 
 170 
 171 
FIGURE 3. EBADE test configuration (units in cm) [6]. 172 
Maximum stress and strain in each cycle, σmax and 𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥, can be obtained from the EBADE test. For each 173 
cycle, the complex modulus, |E*|, is obtained from equation (4): 174 
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥=F/S          (3) 175 
|𝐸*|=𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥         (4) 176 
where F is the maximum load recorded by the load cell and S, the cross section of the specimen. The cross 177 
section of the specimen is where the start of the crack has been predefined (Figure 4).  178 
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 179 
FIGURE 4. Prismatic specimen for the EBADE test. S: cross section. 180 
The strain and the stress input signals, ε  and σ, are represented by equations (5) and (6). δ is the phase 181 
difference between both signals that forms an ellipse in the stress-strain representation (Figure 5). The 182 
dissipated energy density, DED (7), is obtained directly from the ellipse from equation (8).  183 
𝜀 = 𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥sin (𝜔𝑑)         (5) 184 
𝜎 = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥sin (𝜔𝑑+𝛿)        (6) 185 
𝑑𝐸𝑑 =  ∑ 𝜋 𝜀𝑖  𝜎𝑖 sin 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑖=1         (7) 186 
𝑑𝐸𝑑 = 1/2|(𝜎1𝜀2 + 𝜎2𝜀3 +⋯+ 𝜎𝑛−1𝜀𝑛 + 𝜎𝑛𝜀1)− (𝜎2𝜀1 + 𝜎3𝜀3 +⋯+ 𝜎𝑛𝜀𝑛−1 + 𝜎1𝜀𝑛)| (8) 187 
 188 
FIGURE 5. Ellipse formed by the stress-strain signals in a cycle. 189 
 190 
2.4. Fatigue laws estimation 191 
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The behavior of the mixture under different strain levels can be analyzed using the EBADE test. This 192 
test can specify the strain level below which a mixture is not fatigued, and the strain at which a mixture fails 193 
in few cycles. These two strain levels are obtained from the analysis of the dissipated energy density with 194 
the number of cycles (Figure 6): 195 
• The DED tends to remain constant on the same strain step at the first strain levels. It is not until a 196 
certain strain level that the DED decreases with the number of cycles on the same step.  197 
• After reaching the maximum value of the DED, this parameter drops dramatically once the failure 198 
occurs.  199 
 200 
FIGURE 6. Evolution of the strain amplitude and the dissipated energy density with the number of cycles. 201 
The strain level below which the mixture is not fatigued and, therefore, the specimen will not fail in a 202 
time sweep test, or the failure will occur for a high number of cycles, is related to the maximum strain level 203 
at which the DED remains constant. This value is called the "no damage strain". It is obtained as the strain 204 
level at which the DED starts to decrease with the number of cycles on the same strain step. 205 
In practice, the determination of the step from which the DED begins to decrease is complex, since the 206 
calculation of the variable itself has an associated error. However, the determination of the no damage strain 207 
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is based on the calculations of the slope of a linear regression between the DED and the number of cycles 208 
every 5,000 cycles (the duration of each strain step). For the first steps, this gradient should be zero and, as 209 
the strain increases, so does the slope. 210 
The analysis of the results of the dissipated energy density gradient variation with the number of cycles 211 
(∆DED/∆cycles) for each strain step for different types of mixtures has provided a limit value of the slope 212 
∆DED/∆cycles to define the beginning of the DED loss with cycles. This limit was established at 1.0E-3 213 
J/m3. Therefore, the no damage strain is defined as the maximum strain amplitude in the EBADE test for 214 
which the slope ∆DED/∆cycles is less than 1.0E-3 J/m3. As an example, Figure 7 shows the evolution of 215 
this slope with the strain steps for an unconditioned AC16S mixture manufactured with a conventional 216 
bitumen, 50/70, and a polymer modified bitumen, PMB 45/80-65. Both were tested at 20ºC. 217 
 218 
FIGURE 7. Dissipated energy density variation with the number of cycles for different strain steps in the 219 
EBADE test at 20ºC. AC16S mixture. 50/70 and PMB 45/80-65 bitumens. 220 
The criterion established to obtain the failure strain is the strain level at which the maximum DED is 221 
reduced to half (Figure 6). 222 
The no damage strain and the failure strain values for a mixture can be used to estimate a theoretical 223 
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fatigue law. In previous research, the comparison of the EBADE test with the time sweep tests (strain 224 
amplitude constant until failure) has shown a correlation between no damage strain and failure strain with 225 
the duration of the classic fatigue tests. Specifically, it has been observed that time sweep tests performed at 226 
a failure strain lasted between 5,000 and 20,000 cycles [28], whereas the tests performed at the no damage 227 
strain lasted more than 2,000,000 cycles without failing [29]. 228 
Taking into account these results, two values of number of cycles associated with the failure strain and 229 
no damage strain have been set to estimate a theoretical fatigue law of the material. The number of cycles 230 
associated with the failure strain has been estimated at 10,000 cycles whereas, for no damage strain, a value 231 
of 10 million cycles has been selected as the necessary cycles for the mixture to fail. 232 
For example, the mixture fatigue laws estimated from the EBADE test at 20ºC are shown in Figure 8. 233 
Furthermore, they are compared with the fatigue laws obtained by a tension-compression time sweep test 234 
with the same specimen geometry as the EBADE test. Both fatigue laws are very close. Consequently, the 235 
match of the fatigue laws estimated from the EBADE test with the fatigue laws from a classic fatigue test is 236 
acceptable. 237 
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 238 
FIGURE 8. Fatigue laws obtained from a time sweep test together with the estimated laws from the EBADE 239 
test. AC16S mixture. 50/70 and PMB 45/80-65 bitumens. 240 
The failure criterion used in the time sweep test is based on the distinction of the complex modulus 241 
evolution in three stages. In Phase I, a sharp decrease in the modulus takes place. In phase II, the modulus 242 
decreases linearly and its slope depends on the applied strain amplitude. Finally, in Phase III a sudden drop 243 
of the modulus occurs. This decrease is associated with the interconnection of macrocracks which rapidly 244 
progress until total failure [30]. The failure of the specimen has been set for the number of cycles in which 245 
the modulus behavior changes from linear to a sharp fall, Phase III (Figure 9). This criterion is much more 246 
reliable than the classical one based on the relative reduction of the initial modulus to half. 247 
 248 
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 249 
FIGURE 9. Distinction of the modulus evolution in three phases and failure criterion adopted for the time 250 
sweep test. 251 
 252 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 253 
Figure 10 shows the evolution of the DED values with the number of cycles for the different cases 254 
studied: unconditioned and aged mixture manufactured with conventional bitumen, 50/70, and modified 255 
bitumen, PMB 45/80-65, and tested at different temperatures (-5, 5 and 20ºC). The differences observed in 256 
the DED indicate variations in the mixture fatigue life. Thus, the maximum DED decreases on lowering the 257 
temperature. The maximum value of the curve tends to move towards the left, i.e. the mixture is able to 258 
endure fewer cycles before failure. In addition, the DED tends to fall faster once the mixture fails. This 259 
behavior is similar to that observed in the aged mixture. It is indicating that both low temperatures and 260 
aging produce a change in the mixture behavior to a more rigid and brittle one. On comparing the behavior 261 
of the mixture depending on the type of binder, the modified bitumen mixture has a better performance. 262 
This is denoted by a higher value of the maximum DED and a larger number of cycles, and therefore a 263 
higher strain level until failure. Muniandy, et al. [31] stated that the better fatigue behavior of modified 264 
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bitumen mixtures is due to the fact that the polymer acts as a barrier which blocks the crack propagation in 265 
the material. 266 
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 267 
FIGURE 10. Evolution of the DED with the number of cycles for the different cases. a) Conventional 268 
bitumen unconditioned mixture, b) Conventional bitumen aged mixture, c) Modified bitumen 269 
unconditioned mixture, and d) Modified bitumen aged mixture. Test temperatures: -5, 5 and 20ºC. 270 
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 271 
The no damage strain and failure strain can be obtained from the DED curves. These values are 272 
presented in Table 2. 273 
TABLE 2. No damage strain and failure strain values obtained from EBADE test results. 274 
Bitumen Conditioning T (ºC) ɛno damage (µm/m) ɛfailure (µm/m) 
50/70 
Unconditioned 
-5 54 86 
5 65 132 
20 119 264 
Aged 
-5 55 77 
5 63 87 




-5 60 135 
5 84 179 
20 152 471 
Aged 
-5 43 70 
5 51 87 
20 163 289 
 275 
Besides, a theoretical fatigue law can be estimated using the values of the two strain values obtained. 276 
This law allows the classic analysis of the mixture fatigue behavior under the different conditions studied. 277 
Figure 11.a) shows the estimated fatigue laws for the conventional bitumen unconditioned mixture at the 278 
different test temperatures. Analyzing the slopes of the three laws, it is possible to predict the behavior of 279 
the mixture in the different cases studied. A slight slope in the fatigue law is observed at -5ºC. This result 280 
indicates that the mixture is rigid and it will fail in a brittle way. The DED values already indicated the same 281 
conclusions. As the test temperature increases, so does the slope of the fatigue law, a sign of the more 282 
flexible behavior of the mixture. Therefore, the failure will be less brittle. 283 
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 284 
FIGURE 11. Estimated fatigue laws. Test temperatures: -5, 5 and 20ºC. a) Conventional bitumen 285 
unconditioned mixture, b) Conventional bitumen aged mixture, c) Modified bitumen unconditioned 286 
mixture and d) Modified bitumen aged mixture. 287 
Likewise, fatigue laws for the modified bitumen unconditioned mixture have been obtained, Figure 288 
11.c). The behavior of this type of bitumen indicates a similar pattern to the conventional bitumen at the 289 
different temperatures. However, if the fatigue laws for both types of bitumen are compared, it is observed 290 
that the modified bitumen mixture is able to withstand greater strains and at the different test temperatures. 291 
This indicates a better fatigue behavior.  292 
When the mixture is aged, the slope of the fatigue laws tends to decrease. Likewise, the strain the 293 
mixture can withstand decreases, Figure 11.b) and 8.d). This behavior is similar to that observed in the 294 
unconditioned mixture when it is tested at low temperatures. Both the mixtures tested at low temperatures 295 
and the aged ones increase their stiffness and, thus, their brittleness. For the aged mixtures tested at medium 296 
temperatures (20°C), the modified bitumen mixture exhibits better fatigue behavior than the conventional 297 
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bitumen mixture. However, the behavior of the mixture at low temperatures is very close regardless of the 298 
type of bitumen. The differences between 5 and -5°C are minimal. 299 
Table 3 contains the fatigue laws estimated from the EBADE test for the different cases studied. In 300 
addition, the parameter ε6 has been calculated for every law. ε6 is defined as the strain amplitude in which 301 
the material withstands exactly one million cycles. It is considered a very important parameter for the 302 
fatigue laws of mixtures. This parameter corroborates numerically the conclusions drawn from the 303 
estimated fatigue laws, i.e., the fatigue behavior of the material is better with the modified bitumen, and it 304 
allows the quantification of how the mixture fatigue behavior worsens as it is aged and/or tested at low 305 
temperatures. 306 
TABLE 3. Fatigue law equations for different case studies. 307 
Bitumen Conditioning T (ºC) Fatigue Law ε6 (10-6) 
50/70 
Unconditioned 
-5 N = 3 · 10−57 · ε−14.89 72 
5 N = 2 · 10−34 · ε−9.719 79 
20 N = 8 · 10−28 · ε−8.697 163 
Aged 
-5 N = 4 · 10−85 · ε−21.47 52 
5 N = 2 · 10−81 · ε−20.87 52 




-5 N = 2 · 10−29 · ε−8.467 78 
5 N = 9 · 10−31 · ε−9.09 109 
20 N = 6 · 10−17 · ε−6.087 218 
Aged 
-5 N = 2 · 10−57 · ε−14.6 39 
5 N = 2 · 10−50 · ε−13.22 70 
20 N = 1 · 10−39 · ε−12.11 190 
 308 
Below, two pavement sections are considered, one with a high thickness layer of bituminous mixture 309 
(section 031, according to the Spanish Standard), and another with a thin layer of bituminous mixture 310 
(section 4131), Figure 12. Assuming that both sections consist of a system of horizontal layers with uniform 311 
thickness based on a semi-infinite basis (Burmister hypothesis), it is possible to determine the stress/strain 312 
state in the pavement structure caused by a load type (13t single axle, with twin wheels). 313 
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 314 
FIGURE 12. Pavement sections considered (dimensions in cm). MB: bituminous mixture and ZA: granular 315 
base. 316 
Table 4 shows the results of the horizontal strain below the conventional bitumen mixture layer. It is 317 
assumed that the modulus of the layer is the initial one obtained from the EBADE test (the average of the 318 
first 5,000 cycles). The determination of the mixture fatigue life is possible from the strain value obtained 319 
and its fatigue law. Thus, fatigue life for the higher thickness section increases with the decrease in 320 
temperature and when the mixture is aged. This is because the initial modulus is higher under these 321 
conditions and its effect predominates over other factors. Nevertheless, fatigue life for a thin section tends 322 
to decrease with the decrease in temperature and when the mixture is aged. In this case, the effect of the 323 
modulus is much smaller. 324 
TABLE 4. Horizontal strains and fatigue lives calculated from the estimated fatigue laws. 325 











-5 26645 21.8 7.72E+12 89.5 5682 
5 18983 28.7 2.79E+10 113 45831 
20 8013 57.1 6.42E+9 194 154197 
Aged 
-5 24992 23 1.53E+15 93.5 128 
5 21769 25.7 1.25E+15 103 326 
20 14192 36.3 3.13E+22 136 556880 
 326 
In the calculation of the fatigue life carried out, it is assumed that the modulus remains constant 327 
throughout the fatigue process. However, the modulus values decrease as the mixture is deteriorated for 328 
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both the time sweep test and the strain sweep test. Therefore, the fatigue life will depend on the value of this 329 
modulus over the mixture deterioration. 330 
The EBADE test allows the variation of the modulus to be obtained according to the strain the mixture 331 
will be subjected to. Thus, an iterative procedure could be considered where the value of the modulus would 332 
be changing for each strain. This would reveal whether a specific section may be critical depending on its 333 
temperature and its degree of aging.  334 
Figure 13 shows a visual example of the iterative process considered. If this figure is followed, from the 335 
value of the initial modulus, it is possible to determine the horizontal strain on the lower fibre of the mixture 336 
layer (ɛ1) by analytical procedures. This value depends on the mixture modulus and the pavement structure. 337 
The obtained horizontal strain, ɛ1 , corresponds to a certain strain step in the EBADE test. Considering the 338 
modulus at the end of that strain step (E2), it is possible to calculate again the horizontal strain that would 339 
occur in the section, ɛ2. The previous process is repeated again with the new value of horizontal strain. This 340 
process will be repeated until the value of the modulus between two consecutive iterations remains constant. 341 
And, therefore, the horizontal strain is similar between both iterations. With the value of horizontal strain, 342 
and considering the fatigue law of the mixture, it is possible to obtain the fatigue life of the section. Thus, 343 
considering the modulus value related to each value of strain instead of a single initial modulus value, the 344 
degradation of the mixture during its service life is taken into account. If the section of the mixture is critical, 345 
the modulus values will decrease rapidly and the fatigue life of the mixture will be almost zero.     346 
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 347 
Figure 13. Illustration of the iterative process. 348 
 349 
Table 5 shows the results obtained when applying the iterative procedure on the conventional bitumen 350 
mixture. The iterative process finishes when the value of the horizontal strain obtained in an iteration and 351 
that obtained in the next is similar. Likewise, the value of the stiffness modulus will be the same. The value 352 
"n" is defined as the total number of iterations to obtain similar values of horizontal strain and stiffness 353 
modulus between two consecutive iterations. Two different behaviors are observed depending on the value 354 
of the initial modulus and the modulus for the last iteration “n”. For the thin layer section of bituminous 355 
mixture (4131) the value of the modulus decreases drastically throughout the iterative process. This is an 356 
indicator that the section is critical and it will break in a few cycles. In contrast, the behavior of the thicker 357 
section (031) is more stable. The values of the modulus vary little and the mixture layer will be able to 358 
withstand a large number of cycles until failure. 359 
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TABLE 5. Values of horizontal strain and fatigue life obtained from the iterative process for the 360 
unconventional bitumen mixture. 361 









(µm/m) N1 Nn 
031 
Unconditioned 
-5 26645 24868 21.8 23.1 7.72E+12 3.26E+12 
5 18983 18237 28.7 28.4 2.79E+10 3.09E+10 
20 8013 7022 57.1 63.3 6.42E+9 2.62E+9 
Aged 
-5 24992 24493 23 23.4 1.53E+15 1.06E+15 
5 21769 21415 25.7 23.9 1.25E+15 5.67E+15 
20 14192 13206 36.6 38.5 3.13E+22 5.62E+21 
4131 
Unconditioned 
-5 26645 1364 89.5 517 5682 0 
5 18983 1101 113 580 45831 0 
20 8013 102 194 2830 154197 0 
Aged 
-5 24992 3062 93.5 336 128 0 
5 21769 4513 103 271 326 0 
20 14192 953 136 627 556880 0 
 362 
 363 
4. CONCLUSIONS 364 
This paper studies the fatigue behavior of an AC16S asphalt mixture, estimating its fatigue laws from a 365 
strain sweep test, the EBADE. In particular, the effect of test temperature (-5, 5 and 20ºC) and the 366 
conditioning of the mixture (unconditioned or aged) using two types of binder (conventional and modified) 367 
is studied. This research shows the advantages of the EBADE test in the analysis of the mixtures' fatigue as 368 
compared with classic time sweep tests. 369 
The estimation of the fatigue laws from the no damage strain and failure strain established from the 370 
EBADE test allows the assessment of the fatigue life of a mixture to be made quickly and easily. The match 371 
of the fatigue laws estimated from the EBADE test with the fatigue laws from a classic fatigue test is 372 
acceptable. This highlights the usefulness of this method when the behavior of mixtures is characterized, 373 
taking into account the effect of the conditioning of the mixture in the field and its different components.  374 
The ε 6 parameter obtained from the fatigue laws allows the effect of temperature and aging on the 375 
mixture fatigue life to be quantified. At low temperatures, the origin ordinate of the law is lower and so is its 376 
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slope, therefore ε 6 decreases. The aging has an effect on the mixture behavior similar to that due to the 377 
decrease of temperature. In addition, the modified bitumen mixture has a greater fatigue behavior compared 378 
to the conventional bitumen mixture. Nevertheless, when the mixture is aged and tested at low temperatures, 379 
no significant changes are observed in the behavior of the mixture depending on the bitumen type. 380 
However, when the fatigue laws are applied in the mixture lifespan calculation for different sections, the 381 
thickness effect of the mixture layer is shown. For a high thickness layer, fatigue life is greater as the 382 
temperature decreases and the mixture is aged. The opposite is shown for a thin layer. This is due to the 383 
large effect of the modulus on the behavior of thick layers. Besides, a constant modulus is assumed 384 
throughout the fatigue process. Nevertheless, the EBADE test allows an iterative process to be conducted 385 
where the modulus value changes according to the strain. 386 
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